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             Cruet "Old Vine" 
 

 

 

 

 

« Jacquère has an amazing complexity that will seduce all of your 

guests. » 
 

 

Appellation (AOC) wine from the Savoy: cru : Cruet 
 
Terroir: 
Clay-limestone soil, stony scree-slopes, sunny hillside facing south / 
south-east facing the Great Alpes.  
 
Grape variety: 100% Jacquère (Typical Varietal from Savoy) 
 
Management of the vineyard: 
The vines are about 60 years old and have been cultivated with a 
sustainable agriculture: grass growing between rows, mechanical 
weeding under the rows. Reasonable level of treatment for the vines in 
accordance with the risks of diseases. 

 
Vinification / maturing:   
Filling of the press with gravity, fermentation under strict controlled 
temperatures 15/17°c. Malolactic fermentation 100%. Maturing on fine 
lees to bring body and unctuosity. 20% of the cuvee matures in French 
oak barrels. 
 
Tasting:  
The wine has a bright white and straw yellow colour. The nose 
provides subtle aromas of ripe fruits (pears, grapefruit...). You will also 
feel notes of fresh butter and soft spice flavour creating an interesting 
complexity. The wine has a frank attack. it is fleshy and has a slight 
woody taste. On the palate, this wine is well balanced by a natural 
acidity creating a nice freshness. The final has roasted almonds flavor. 
 
Service: 

To be drunk in the next 3 years (11- 13°C) 
 
Gastronomy: 
Ideal with lake and river fish (trout, pike char fich.) or hard cheese 
(Beaufort, old Comté). 
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Medals and Awards 

Vieille Vigne 2017 

 

89/100     
 Domaine de l'Idylle 2017 Vieille Vigne d'Idylle Jacquère (Savoie) 

 

This is an intense wine full of crisp lemon fruits and tight acidity. It does have a creamier side, 

offering a touch of baked apple. This delicious fruity wine is ready to drink.  Roger Voss 

Vieille Vigne 2016 

 

14/20    

La revue du vin de France Novembre 2017 
"A fine and fresh Jacquère white with hints of flowers and fresh almonds". 

 

 

89/100      
Domaine de l'Idylle 2016 Vieille Vigne d'Idylle Jacquère (Savoie) 

Vieille Vigne 2015 

 
 

90 points  

This wine is full of apple and green-plum fruits, with a pure, crisp line of acidity. It has concentration and 

intense fruitiness, a cool wine with a rich character. Drink now. 

 
Grown in the foothills of the alps, the jacquère grapes makes wines that are as fresh and lively as a 

blast of cold mountain air. This one’s made from the fruit of old vines, so it has bit of hold and 

minerality too. Think bone needles. Very refreshing.  Saturday 4 of june / 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

100% Jacquère, unoaked. Delicately scented on the nose. Somehow smells of spring. Not particularly 

intense but rather pretty and scented on the palate. Bone dry, light bodied and fragrantly fresh. (JH)  

11.5% Drink 2016-2017 £11.95 Yapp Brothers                   16 /20 

  17.5pts/20 (91/100pts)   
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